HOMES & GARDENS

PIECE
For me, the most liveable and inspiring rooms seem to have been assembled over time,
combining old and new pieces in a variety of styles.

Start by embracing the age of your property and architecture of your room. Fixed
elements such as mouldings, woodwork, flooring and fireplaces should reflect the period
in which your home was built. You could take inspiration for styling your period home
from three of my favourite eras. Then complete the look with simple, contemporary
furnishings in clean structured shapes.

VICTORIAN

1930s

Colour rich hues of burgundy, plum, ruby,
emerald, forest greens and navy will work
well. You can also tone in gold, to give your
look that edge of indulgence.

Colour schemes were very light, cream
and ivory, as well as light pastel pinks,
yellows and greens. By contrast soft
furnishings featured dark greens and
reds.

Floors choose mid-toned floorboards or
parquet flooring with interesting large rugs.
Or for authenticity, opt for a patterned
carpet.
Walls look out for reworked archive wallpaper designs as they offer a modern way of
adding an historical element to your home.
Consider designs similar to those of William
Morris - damask and large floral, bird and
animal motifs. Wallpaper from the skirting/
base board up to a dado rail or even higher
to picture rail height.
Décor: Victorian homes showed-off their
wealth, so your room(s) should be elaborate,
with pieces of stylish furniture to represent
your Victorian styled concept.
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PERIOD

One of the fastest
routes to a boring
interior is sticking to a
single style or era, says
Zoe Hubbard, interior
designer at Maison
Interiors. Here she
shares her ideas for
styling period properties

Floors the living room would often
be carpeted and in larger homes,
halls would feature parquet flooring.
For the 1930s look in the kitchen,
consider quality linoleum or
quarry tiles.
Walls painted in chalky colours up to
picture rail height, contrasted with
dark wood false beams on the ceiling.
Décor mirrored surfaces were
frequently used throughout the home,
plus large mirrors framed in chrome or
inlaid wood. Geometric motifs, highgloss finishes and exotic woods were
also popular.

GEORGIAN
Colour pea green, sky blue, soft grey,
dusky pink and a flat white or stone.
Floors bare floorboards covered with oriental rugs. Grander houses of this period
had stone or marble floors in pale colours;
you might consider a keystone pattern.
Walls panelled up to dado height and
painted/wallpapered above. Look for
simple repeat patterns in wallpaper such
as trefoils. Some of the original designs
are still being produced today. Wallpaper
was typically imported from the Far East,
so anything with an oriental feel, would be
in keeping.
Décor predominantly subtle and soft. Furniture with curved legs, carved claw feet,
and elegant lines; plus heavy tassel curtains and lighting adorned with crystals.
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